
We Are 8020
At our founding in 2013, we set out to build a better company, leveraging past learnings, 
including the opportunity to consider, “how would you do it if you were doing it all over?” 

Today, we are a team of nearly 100 Professionals who share the belief that one highly skilled 
and focused accounting and financial consultant can make a huge difference in even the largest enterprise.

We recognize the value of selective hiring and precision in deployment: Our partners have worked together for almost 20 years as a hiring team, 
embracing the truth that high performing companies require high-performing individuals to drive them – whether it’s their own staff or the individuals 
they bring in to drive projects. On each engagement we apply focus, objectivity and superior academic and professional credentials backed by a 
business model that encourages and rewards individual initiative and creativity with a mandate to fulfill our brand promise.

We are Hyper Local:  Our entire team is on the ground in Los Angeles. We know the financial talent base in Los Angeles, we understand 
what drives the economy in LA, and our client base and our consulting team’s experience reflect this.

Our team’s industry experience is spot on for our regional economy: We have a very strong concentration of skills in emerging growth 
and technology, media and entertainment, real estate, consumer products, gaming, and medical technology…and our Client base covers nearly 
every industry group in Southern California.

Better diagnostics, better instruments, better outcomes: As in healthcare, so in our Consulting practice. Our thoroughness in the data 
gathering around project requirements, the talent our business model design enables us to attract and retain, and our integration of technical 
capabilities and cultural fit considerations into deployment decisions lead to highly predictable and positive project outcomes for our Clients.

http://www.8020consulting.com/


Some of the reasons our clients work with us:
 x The thoroughness of our data gathering around project requirements 

 x The precision of our deployment process 

 x The combination of credentials, experience, and intelligence our people  
bring to the project 

 x The alignment our business model creates between our People and our Clients 

 x The predictability and dependability of outcomes we provide 

 x The mitigation of project turnover risk our model produces 

 x The economic value we deliver

Who we help 

 x CEO’s, COO’s, CFOs, VP’s of Finance, and other senior 
executives who need our financial project execution services in 
support of systems implementations, departmental or key staff 
transitions, or other initiatives 

 x Investment banks, corporate law firms and other strategic 
transaction advisors whose clients may need our services in 
support of a sell-side process, acquisition integration, private 
capital raise, or public financing

 x Private equity firms seeking finance and accounting support  
for their portfolio companies or transaction due diligence 
support when exiting an investment 

 x C-Level executives who need support in executing highly 
effective departmental and company planning meetings; 
developing robust departmental, divisional and corporate 
business plans; or creating detailed position profiles to ensure 
the alignment of position goals and mandates with company 



Our Diagnostic Approach:

Train with the incumbent 
on the “as is” processes 

prior to departure, 
if available

Recommend & 
implement changes 

based on aligned 
expectations & goals

Retrain other 
department 

staff as needed

Train the incoming new 
hire on the reconstructed 

role & ensure a smooth 
hand-off before departing

Align company and 
departmental objectives 

with the work being 
performed

Support the creation of a 
new, recalibrated position 

profile, & participate 
in the interview & 
selection process

Create new written 
desk-level procedures for 

the role & department

Project Execution Services
We partner with our clients in a variety of contexts... From financial and operational planning to profit enhancement to accounting and finance process 
improvement – we are also ready to support those mission critical and time sensitive projects where responsive, surgical expertise is required.

Interim Financial Management 
Every instance of key management turnover is an opportunity to re-evaluate the position and realign responsibilities and mandates with organizational 
objectives, and this recalibration needs to take place before a replacement is hired.

How we help 
In our Pre-Engagement Process, we work with you to fully understand Executive sponsorship’s perspective on priorities, key initiatives, risks, and
opportunities facing the company and the finance function.

Regardless of your company size, we can help with any of the following circumstances: 
 x Unexpected Resignation 
 x Sub-Optimal Performance 
 x Newly Created Roles

 x Financial Planning & Analysis
 x Financial Reporting & Accounting
 x Financial Systems

 x Financial Project Management
 x M&A Consulting/Due Diligence Support
 x Financial Turnaround & Restructuring

Our Expertise in Project Execution is delivered in the following practice areas: 



With a team of nearly 100 professionals headquartered in Los Angeles, 
we can quickly assess and respond to your unique project requirements 
and mandates. We are ready to apply our commitment to the value of 
“continuous improvement” and “focus on the critical” to generate  
immediate results.

Learn how your company can 
reach its full potential.

For more information, contact:

8020 Consulting
contactus@8020consulting.com

6303 Owensmouth Ave, 10th Fl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

855.367.8020
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